Patient Wristband Solution
THE PROBLEM
Error-free patient identification is an important

DuraBandID FEATURES

step in ensuring patient safety. Hospitals and other
health-care facilities require an affordable, easy to
use solution to print durable bands that can hold
up to wear and remain read-able and scan-able for
the length of their stay. Any wristband solution that
requires extra steps or time from staff to fit or

Quick and Easy to Use
Just enter the information and text, barcodes, and
even images print directly on the band for scanning
and positive patient identification. The entire surface
is printable, making them easy to format, and they're
compatible with most thermal printers.

One-Size-Fits-All Comfort

rn
re-print when, smudged, torn

The unique closure means that the one size can fit
anyone. The extra-soft bands are hypo-allergenic, with
no coatings or components likely to cause allergic
reactions or skin irritation.

or pulled off can add up to
hours of lost productivity
and patient care.

Secure and Durable

THE SOLUTION
Optical Phusion, Inc. (OPI) offers a complete Patient
ID solution that includes your choice of Direct
Thermal Printer and DuraBandID Thermal Patient

Durable enough to hold up to water, soap, and
alcohol-based sanitizers without fading or smearing.
They don't tear off easily, and the closure tab offers
tamper-evident protection for added security.

Identification Wristbands.

Color Bands Available

This solution enables facilities to quickly and
easily print patient information, barcodes and
images directly on the wristband surface.

Same quality wristband is available in non-printable,
color versions for visible identification alerts such as
Allergy, DNR, Fall Risk and others.

DuraBandID bands are truly one-size-fits-all. They

be trimmed when applying. The adhesive fitting and

Contact an OPI Sales Rep about
DuraBandID Patient Wristband
Solutions today!

closure tabs make applying the wristband easy and
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eﬃcient. Soft and comfortable on the patient's skin,
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DuraBandID bands are latex-free and hypoallergenic,
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with no skin-irritating agents or chemical additives.

 Sam.Macleod@opticalphusion.com

can be comfortably fitted on infants, children and
adults without any leftover material that needs to
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